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  FOR  THE  0&  AND  )  COMPLEXES 
RESPECTIVELY )N THE SOLID STATE 0 #0 -!3 .-2 SPECTRUM 




TO  DOUBLETS  4HE  RESULTS  HIGHLIGHT  THE  IMPORTANT  ROLE 









ALCS  ALDEHYDES  POLY  HYDROXY  COMPOUNDS  AND 
CARBOHYDRATES  IS  PREPARED  BY  TREATING  A  POROUS  SUPPORT 
WITH AN AQ SOLN (!U#L IN    MOL, ACIDS FOLLOWED 
BY DRYING AT   DEGREE AND REDUCING THE CATALYST 
DURING        MIN  WITH  (  AT  GTOREQDEGREE 
0ATENT  .O  7/    !  TH  !UGUST   
)NVENTORS    !  (AJI  "EGLI  #  "AATZ  .  $ECKER  5  0RUESSE 
+ 6ORLOP FROM 3UEDZUCKER  !KTIENGESELLSCHAFT -ANNHEIM
/CHSENFURT  'ERMANY  4HUS  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  HAVING 
PARTICLE SIZE    NM ON A POROUS CARBON SUPPORT GOLD 
CONTENT    WT	 WERE USED FOR  LIQPHASE OXIDATION 








4HIOL  MONOLAYERPROTECTED  !U  CLUSTERS  -0#S	  WERE 
PREPARED  USING  DENDRIMER  TEMPLATES  DEPOSITED  ONTO  A 
HIGHSURFACEAREA  TITANIA  AND  THEN  THE  THIOL  STABILIZERS 
WERE  REMOVED  UNDER  (.  4HE  RESULTING  !U  CATALYSTS 
WERE CHARACTERIZED WITH TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
803  AND  )2  SPECTROSCOPY  OF  ADSORBED  #/  #  ,ONG 
*  'ILBERTSON  '  6IJAYARAGHAVAN  +  3TEVENSON  #  0URSELL 
"  #HANDLER  FROM  THE  $EPARTMENTS  OF  #HEMISTRY  4RINITY 
5NIVERSITY 3AN !NTONIO 48 53! *OURNAL OF THE !MERICAN 
#HEMICAL 3OCIETY  	  4HE !U CATALYSTS 











%XTINCTION  SPECTRA  OF  COLLOIDAL  GOLD  CAN  BE  USED  FOR  A 
SIMPLE AND  FAST DETECTION OF  THE SIZE AND CONCENTRATION 
OF NANOPARTICLES )T IS GENERALLY ACCEPTED THAT EXPERIMENTAL 
CORRELATIONS  OF  THE  PARTICLE  SIZE  AND  CONCENTRATION WITH 
THE PLASMON RESONANCE PROPERTIES ARE IN AGREEMENT WITH 
-IE  THEORY SIMULATIONS . +HLEBTSOV ' .IKOLAI  FROM THE 
)NSTITUTE  OF  "IOCHEMISTRY  AND  0HYSIOLOGY  OF  0LANTS  AND 
-ICROORGANISMS  2USSIAN  !CADEMY  OF  3CIENCES  3ARATOV 





DISCUSSED  4HESE  DEVIATIONS  RESULT  IN  SMALL  BUT  QUITE 
EVIDENT DISAGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE -IE CALCULATIONS AND 
THE  EXPERIMENTAL  CALIBRATION  CURVES  PARTICLE  SIZE  VS 
RESONANCE WAVELENGTH 4HE AUTHORS PRESENT A LONGTERM
AVERAGED  ANAL  PARTICLESIZE  CALIBRATION  AND  ALSO  DISCUSS 
THE EFFECTS OF THE PARTICLE DIELECTRIC FUNCTIONS SHAPE AND 
SIZE POLYDISPERSITY ON SIMULATED CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE 






!U  -OSSBAUER  SPECTRA  FOR  THE  D  !U)	  PHOSPHINE 
COMPLEXES ;!UDPPEY	=8 8  0& ) DPPEY  CISBISDIP
HENYLPHOSPHINO	ETHYLENE	  AND  THE  SINGLE  CRYSTAL  XRAY 
STRUCTURE  AND  SOLID  STATE  0  #0-!3  .-2  SPECTRUM  OF 
;!UDPPEY	=)  ARE  REPORTED  HERE  0 (EALY  "  ,OUGHREY ' 
"OWMAKER  *  (ANNA  FROM  3CHOOL  OF  "IOMOLECULAR  AND 
0HYSICAL  3CIENCES  'RIFFITH  5NIVERSITY  .ATHAN  1,$   
!USTRALIA  $ALTON  4RANSACTIONS    	   





1UADRUPOLE  SPLITTING  PARAMETERS  DERIVED  FROM  THE 









 GREATER  ACTIVITY  FOR #/ OXIDATION USING  A -ICHAELIS
-ENTEN APPROACH  THE OXYGEN BINDING CONSTANTS  FOR  THE 
TWO  CATALYST  SYSTEMS  WERE  DETECTED  AND  FOUND  TO  BE 
ESSENTIALLY  THE  SAME  WITHIN  EXPERIMENTAL  ERROR  4O  OUR 
KNOWLEDGE THIS KINETIC EVALUATION IS THE FIRST EXPERIMENTAL 
DETECTION OF OXYGEN BINDING BY SUPPORTED !U NANOPARTICLE 
CATALYSTS  UNDER  WORKING  CONDITIONS  4HE  VALUES  FOR  THE 
OXYGEN BINDING EQUIL CONST OBTAINED FROM THE -ICHAELIS
-ENTEN  TREATMENT  CA 	  ARE  CONSISTENT WITH ULTRA
HIGHVACUUM MEASUREMENTS  ON  MODEL  CATALYST  SYSTEMS 
AND SUPPORT D FUNCTIONAL THEORY CALCULATIONS FOR OXYGEN 





4HIS  PRESENT  INVENTION  PROVIDES  THE  PREPARATION  OF  A 
MANGANESE  OXIDECERIUM  OXIDESUPPORTED  NANOGOLD 
CATALYST  AND  A  PROCESS  FOR  SUBJECTING  CARBON  MONOXIDE 
AND  OXYGEN  TO  INTERACTION  RESULTING  IN  THE  FORMATION  OF 
CARBON  DIOXIDE  IN  A  HYDROGENRICH  ENVIRONMENT  BY  A 
MANGANESE  OXIDECERIUM  OXIDESUPPORTED  NANOGOLD 
CATALYST TO REMOVE CARBON MONOXIDE IN HYDROGEN STREAM 
97  #HEN  -(  ,IN  (#  (SU  *(  ,IN  FROM  THE  4ATUNG 
#OMPANY 4AIWAN 0ATENT .O 53  ! TH 
!UGUST    4HE  SIZE  OF  THE  NANOGOLD  PARTICLE  IS  LESS 
THAN  NM AND SUPPORTED ON MIXED OXIDES -N/#E/ IN 
VARIOUS MOLAR  RATIOS  0REFERENTIAL  OXIDATION  OF  #/  IN  THE 
PRESENCE  OF  #/  /  AND  (  BY  THE  MANGANESE  OXIDE
CERIUM OXIDESUPPORTED NANOGOLD CATALYST IS CARRIED OUT 
IN  A  FIXEDBED  REACTOR  IN  THE  PROCESS  OF  THE  PRESENT 
INVENTION 4HE #// MOLAR RATIO IS IN THE RANGE OF  TO 
  4HE MANGANESE  OXIDECERIUM  OXIDESUPPORTED  NANO
GOLD CATALYST OF THE PRESENT INVENTION IS APPLIED TO REDUCE 






FLUE  GAS  USING  A  CATALYSTIMPREGNATED  FABRIC  FILTER  WAS 
EXAMINED 4I/ !U4I/ AND 0D!L/ WERE ASSESSED BASED 




5NIVERSITY  OF  .ORTH  $AKOTA  'RAND  &ORKS  53! 
%NVIRONMENTAL 3CIENCE  4ECHNOLOGY  	  
! SPRAY COAT METHOD HAD THE HIGHEST  INITIAL  LOADING AND 
THE  LOWEST  LOSSES  AFTER  SIMULATED  PULSEJET  CLEANING 
/XIDATION  PERFORMANCE  OF  CATALYSTCOATED  FILTERS  WAS 










4HIS  REVIEW  COVERS  ALTERNATIVE  GOLD  CATALYZED  SYNTHETIC 
METHODS PUBLISHED UNTIL .OV  IN BOTH HETEROGENEOUS 
AND  HOMOGENEOUS  CATALYSIS  !    !RCADI  FROM  THE 
$EPARTMENT  OF  #HEMISTRY  #HEMICAL  %NGINEERING  AND 
-ATERIALS 5NIVERSITY OF  ,´ !QUILA #OPPITO  )TALY   #HEMICAL 




!U  CATALYSTS  APPRX	  SUPPORTED  BY  #E/  #E/ 
MODIFIED  BY  INCLUDED  ,A  	  OR  &E  	  AND  #E:R/ 
WERE  PREPARED  CHARACTERIZED  .  PHYSISORPTION  XRAY 
DIFFRACTION	 AND TESTED FOR #/ OXIDATION DEGREE 
+	 STABILITY TESTS FOR LTOREQ H 3ALFORD	 AND  H $ELFT	 





TEMPERATURE  &  -OREAU  '  "OND  "  VAN  DER  ,INDEN  " 
3ILBEROVA  -  -AKKEE  -ICHIEL  )NSTITUTE  FOR  -ATERIALS 
2ESEARCH 5NIVERSITY OF 3ALFORD 3ALFORD 'REATER -ANCHESTER 
5+   !PPLIED #ATALYSIS ! 'ENERAL  	   )N 
PARTICULAR  !U,A#E/  AND  !U&E#E/  DISPLAYED 
EXCEPTIONAL STABILITY IN LIFETESTS AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 
$IFFUSE  REFLECTANCE  )2  &OURIER  TRANSFORM  SPECTROSCOPY 
RESULTS FOR FRESH AND USED CATALYSTS SUGGESTED THIS MAY BE 
DUE TO BETTER RETENTION OF SURFACE HYDROXIDE GROUPS AND 
LESSER  FORMATION  OF  #/(#/  NEAR  !U PARTICLES  DURING 
REACTION  -ECHANISMS  TO  ACCOUNT  FOR  THIS  BEHAVIOR  ARE 







CATALYSTS  AT  ROOM  TEMPERATURE  TO  DEGREE  USING 




5NIVERSITEIT  ,EIDEN  ,EIDEN  .ETHERLANDS  #ATALYSIS  4ODAY 
 	  4HE EFFECT OF ADDING #E/X AND ,I/ 
ON ACTIVITY AND SELECTIVITY IS ALSO DISCUSSED 2ESULTS SHOWED 
#U  AND  !G  ARE  VERY  ACTIVE  AND  SELECTIVE  TOWARD  . 
HOWEVER  MULTICOMPONENT  CATALYSTS  -,I/#E/X!L/ 
WHERE -  !U !G #U	 PERFORMED BEST /N ALL  METAL





"Y  IDENTIFYING  THE  %LECTRON  0ARTITIONING  %FFECT  %0%	  AS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE LARGE GOLD DEPOSITS USUALLY FORMED IN 
THE CONVENTIONAL PHOTODEPOSITION METHOD A LOW ENERGY 
56  LIGHTBASED  METHOD  FOR  THE  PREPARATION  OF 





	    4HESE  MATERIALS  WERE  TESTED  IN  THE  CARBON 
MONOXIDE #/	 OXIDATION REACTION AND RETURNED MARKEDLY 
HIGHER  LEVELS  OF  ACTIVITY  AT  ROOM  TEMPERATURE  WHEN 
COMPARED  TO  CATALYSTS  PREPARED  BY  THE  TRADITIONAL 





!U&E/  CATALYST  WAS  PREPARED  BY  THE  COPRECIPITATION 
METHOD # .GUYEN4 4RANG . 4HI -INH .GUYET , 1UANG 
(UAN . 8UAN $ .GUYEN 4 $O 1 4RAN 1 .GUYEN )NST OF 
-ATERIALS  3CIENCE  6IETNAMESE  !CADEMY  OF  3CIENCE  AND 
4ECHNOL  6IETNAM  4AP  #HI  (OA  (OC    	   
4HE  FORMATION  PROCESS  OF  !U&E/  WAS  INVESTIGATED  BY 
$4! 4'! $R4'! 4%- (24%- AND 82$ 4HE RESULTS SHOW 
THAT THE GOLD PARTICLE SIZE OF THE SAMPLE CALCINED AT 






AGENTS  FORMED  BY  POLYHYDROXYLATED  COMPOUNDS  IN 
PARTICULAR  $GLUCOSE  WERE  PRESENTED  -  2OSSI  #  $ELLA 
0INA % &ALLETTA 2 -ATARRESE FROM THE  $EPARTMENT #)-! 
5NIVERSITY  OF  -ILANO  -ILAN  )TALY  -ETAL  .ANOCLUSTERS  IN 
#ATALYSIS AND -ATERIALS 3CIENCE 4HE )SSUE OF 3IZE #ONTROL 
	    %DITORS	  #ORAIN  "ENEDETTO  3CHMID 
'UENTER  4OSHIMA  .AOKI  0UBLISHER  %LSEVIER  "6 
!MSTERDAM .ETHERLANDS 4HE LARGER SCALE PREPARATION OF 
THE  !U# CATALYST WAS DONE ON REQUEST OF  THE 7ORLD 





ACTIVITY  COMPARABLE  WITH  ENZYMIC  SYSTEMS  CAN  BE 
OBTAINED  WITH  DIFFERENT  CARBONS  IN  THE  CASE  OF  GLUCOSE 
OXIDATION )N THIS LATTER CASE GOLD PARTICLE SIZE AND SULFUR 




!  REVIEW  3UITABLE  GOLD  SOL  PREPARATIONS  DESIGNED  FOR 
CATALYTIC  PURPOSES  WERE  REPORTED  4HE  OBSERVATIONS 
REVEALED  THAT  VARIOUS  SUPPORT  HAVE  DIFFERENT  EFFECTS  ON 
TRANSFERRING  OF  THE METAL  PARTICLES  &  0ORTA  ,  0RATI  FROM 
THE    $EPARTMENT  #)-!  #ENTRE  OF  %XCELLENCE  #)-!).! 
).34-  5NIT  5NIVERSITY  OF  -ILANO  -ILAN  )TALY  -ETAL 
.ANOCLUSTERS IN #ATALYSIS AND -ATERIALS 3CIENCE 4HE )SSUE 
OF  3IZE  #ONTROL      %DITORS	  #ORAIN 
"ENEDETTO  3CHMID  'UENTER  4OSHIMA  .AOKI  0UBLISHER 
%LSEVIER  "6  !MSTERDAM  .ETHERLANDS  )T  WAS  ALSO 
EMPHASIZED THAT CARBON COUPLING WITH POLYVINYL ALC 06!	 
REPRESENTS  THE  BEST  CHOICE  ASSURING  A  RELATIVELY  LARGE 
RANGE OF 06!!U RATIO AND A GOOD STABILITY OF GOLD PARTICLES 
&URTHERMORE  THE  SIGNIFICANCE  OF  SIZE  CONTROL  HAS  BEEN 
SHOWN  FOR  THE  SELECTIVE  OXIDATION  OF  GLYCEROL  IT  WAS 
EXHIBITED THAT BY INCREASING PARTICLE SIZE A HIGH SELECTIVITY 






LOWCONTENT  !U	  !UCERIA  CATALYSTS  IN  (/GAS  SHIFT 
7'3	  REACTION  TESTS  AT    AND DEGREE  AND  AFTER 
HEATING THE USED CATALYSTS  IN / AT DEGREE !U IN THE 
UNUSED  DEGREECALCINED	  MATERIAL  WAS  ATOMICALLY 
DISPERSED IN #E OXIDE 7 $ENG ! &RENKEL 2 3I - &LYTZANI
3TEPHANOPOULOS $EPARTMENT OF #HEMICAL AND "IOLOGICAL 
%NGINEERING  4UFTS  5NIVERSITY -EDFORD -!  53!  *OURNAL 
OF  0HYSICAL  #HEMISTRY  #    	    5NDER 
7'3  REACTION  CONDITIONS  REDUCTION  OF  THE  OXIDIZED  !U 
SPECIES  WAS  OBSERVED  ACCOMPANIED  BY  GRADUAL  !U 
AGGREGATION 





COMPOSITION  WHICH  DETS  THE  EXTENT  OF  !U/  REDUCTION 
4HE  LOWER  THE  REDUCTION  POTENTIAL  OF  THE  REACTION  GAS 
'OLD "ULLETIN   6OLUME    .O     
WWWGOLDBULLETINORG
MIXT  THE MORE  OXIDIZED  THE  !U  IS  IN  THE  USED  CATALYST 
AND  THE HIGHER  ITS ACTIVITY 4HE MAXIMUM ACTIVITY OF !U
#E/  WAS  THAT  OF  THE  FULLY  DISPERSED  !U/#E  UNUSED 
MATERIAL ,OSS OF SURFACE / TOOK PLACE DURING REACTION AS 
MEASURED  BY  (402  OF  THE  USED  SAMPLES  AND  IT  WAS 
COMMENSURATE WITH THE ACTIVITY LOSS !TTEMPTS TO REOXIDIZE 
AND  REDISPERSE  THE  !U  BY  HEATING  IN  /  AT  DEGREE 
WERE  NOT  EFFECTIVE  (OWEVER  RECOVERY  OF  THE  SURFACE  / 
AMT AND REDISPERSION OF !U IN CERIA WAS POSSIBLE AFTER A 
DEGREE / TREATMENT OF BOTH THE DEGREE AND 
DEGREE  USED  CATALYST  SAMPLES  WITH  CONCOMITANT 
RECOVERY  OF  THE  INITIAL  CATALYST  ACTIVITY  4HESE  TESTS WERE 



















SUCH  AS  OPTICAL  ABSORPTION  56VISIBLE	  &4)2  .-2  XRAY 
PHOTOELECTRON  803	  AND  LUMINESCENCE  SPECTROSCOPIES 
MASS  SPECTROMETRY  AND  4'  !NALYSES  OF  THE  4'  DATA 
HELPED TO ESTABLISH THE MOL COMPOSITION OF THE PRODUCTS 
,IGAND  EXCHANGE  REACTION  WAS  MONITORED  BY  .-2 
SPECTROSCOPY  AND  THE  EXCHANGE  REACTION  FOLLOWS  A  ST 




THE  EXCHANGED  PRODUCTS  0HOTOLUMINESCENCE  STUDIES  OF 
THESE  CLUSTERS  DONE  IN  THE  AERATED  CONDITIONS  SHOWED 
THAT  THE  EXCITATION  SPECTRUM  OF  THE  -"EXCHANGED 
PRODUCT IS ENTIRELY DIFFERENT FROM THE ACETYL AND FORMYL
GLUTATHIONE  EXCHANGED  PRODUCTS  4HE  INHERENT 
FLUORESCENCE  AND  SOLIDSTATE  EMISSION  OF  THESE  CLUSTERS 
WERE  OBSERVED  4HIS  INTENSE  EMISSION  ALLOWS  OPTICAL 
IMAGING OF THE MATERIAL IN THE SOLID STATE 4HE EMISSION IS 
STRONGLY  TEMPERATURE  DEPENDENT  4HE  SYNTHESIS  OF  A 
DIVERSE VARIETY OF CLUSTERS AND THEIR CHEMICAL STABILITY AND 
INTENSE  LUMINESCENCE  OFFER  NUMEROUS  APPLICATIONS  IN 
AREAS  SUCH  AS  ENERGY  TRANSFER  SENSORS  BIOLABELING  AND 
DRUG DELIVERY 
  )S GOLD ALWAYS CHEMICALLY PASSIVE
7HEN  EPOXYAMINE  LIQUID  MIXTURES  ARE  APPLIED  ONTO 
METALLIC SUBSTRATES SUCH AS !L 4I 3N :N &E #R #U !G .I 
AND !U	 CONCOMITANT AMINE CHEMISORPTION AND METALLIC 
SURFACE  DISSOLUTION  OCCUR  LEADING  TO  ORGANOMETALLIC 
COMPLEX  FORMATION - !UFRAY ! 2OCHE    ,ABORATOIRE DES 
-ATERIAUX  -ACROMOLECULAIRES  )-0,--	  ).3!  DE  ,YON 
6ILLEURBANNE  &RANCE  !PPLIED  3URFACE  3CIENCE   
	    4HE  INTERPHASE  FORMATION  WAS  STUDIED 
USING TWO DIFFERENT AMINES AS HARDENER )SO0HORONE$I!MINE 
AND  $I%THYLENE4RI!MINE	  )F  THE  COMPLEX  CONCENTRATION 
WITHIN  THE  LIQUID AMINE OR EPOXYAMINE PREPOLYMER WAS 
HIGHER  THAN  ITS  SOLY  LIMIT  THE COMPLEXES WILL  CRYSTALLIZE 
3HARP NEEDLELIKE CRYSTALS WERE ONLY OBSERVED WITH METAL
)0$!  ORGANOMETALLIC  COMPLEXES  !  LOT  OF  METALS  ARE 







!  FACILE  ONESTEP  TEMPLATEFREE METHOD  IS  REPORTED  TO 
TUNE  BETA$GLUCOSESTABILIZED  !U  NANOPARTICLES  INTO 
$ NETWORK NANOWIRES AND THUS MESOPOROUS GOLD SPONGE 
ON A  LARGE SCALE BY PRECISE CONTROL OF  THE SOLN P(  IN AN 
AQ MEDIUM AT ROOM TEMPERATURE ' 1IN * ,IU 4 "ALAJI 8 
8U  (  -ATSUNAGA  9  (AKUTA  ,  :UO  0  2AVEENDRAN  +EY 
,ABORATORY  FOR  !NISOTROPY  AND  4EXTURE  OF  -ATERIALS 
-INISTRY OF %DUCATION	 .ORTHEASTERN 5NIVERSITY 3HENYANG 
0EOP 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA *OURNAL OF 0HYSICAL #HEMISTRY # 
 	    4HE  !U  NANOPARTICLES  APPEAR  TO 
UNDERGO  SEQUENTIALLY  LINEAR  AGGREGATION  AND  WELDING 
INITIALLY AND THEN RANDOMLY CROSS LINK INTO SELFSUPPORTING 
THREEDIMENSIONAL  NETWORKS WITH  TIME  4HE MESOPOROUS 
GOLD SPONGE THUS FORMED ON A MILLIMETER TO CENTIMETER 
SCALE  EXHIBITS  A HIGH  SP  SURFACE AREA OF  MG AND 
SMALL  PORE  SIZES  OF    NM  AS  WELL  AS  HIGH  THERMAL 
STABILITY  LTOREQDEGREE  ABOVE  WHICH  IT  UNDERGOES 
SINTERING  AND  REORGANIZATION  INTO  MACROPOROUS  GOLD 
SPONGE  WITH  PORE  SIZES  OF    MUM  DEPENDING  ON 




!  REVIEW  0ROFESSOR  *ACQUES%MILE  $UBOIS  PIONEERED  THE 
FIELD OF MOL VISUALIZATION USING MOL MODELS CONSTRUCTED 
FROM  EXPERIMENTAL  DATA  #  &RIEND    $EPARTMENT  OF 
#HEMISTRY  AND  #HEMICAL  "IOLOGY  (ARVARD  5NIVERSITY 










MOVEMENT  OF  SURFACE  ATOMS  USING  GOLD  SURFACES  TO 
ILLUSTRATE  THIS  PHENOMENON  4HE  ±DANCE²  OF  ATOMS  ON 
SURFACES IS AN ESSENTIAL PROPERTY FOR IMPORTANT PROCESSES 







PHENYLETHYNYL  OLIGOMERS    AND    WERE  SYNTHESIZED  0 
"ERTIN  $  'EORGANOPOULOU  4  ,IANG  !  %CKERMANN  - 
7UNDER  -  !HRENS  '  "LACKBURN  4  -EADE  /HMX 
#ORPORATION  %VANSTON  ), 53!  ,ANGMUIR   	 
    3ELFASSEMBLED  MONOLAYERS  3!-S	  OF  THESE 
FERROCENE DERIVS WERE STUDIED BY 803 ELLIPSOMETRY AND 
CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY )T WAS SHOWN BY 803 THAT MONOLAYERS 
OF  THE  DITHIAZEPANEANCHORED  MOLS  ON  !U  ELECTRODES 
CONTAIN  !UTHIOLATE  SPECIES  #YCLIC  VOLTAMMETRY  OF  THE 
3!-S  WERE  CHARACTERISTIC  OF  STABLE  ELECTROACTIVE 
MONOLAYERS EVEN FOR SINGLECOMPONENT 3!-S OF  AND  
WITH  THE  MORE  IDEAL  RESPONSES  RECORDED  FOR  THE  
COMPONENT  3!-S  DILD  WITH  UNDECANETHIOL  4HE  SMALL 
VARIATION  IN  PEAK  SPLITTINGS  AT  PROGRESSIVELY  HIGHER  SCAN 







#OMPOSITE  MATERIALS  CONSISTING  OF  POLY
ETHYLENEDIOXITHIOPHENE	  INCLUDING  !U  NANOPARTICLES 




-ODENA  E  2EGGIO  %MILIA  -ODENA  )TALY  *OURNAL  OF 
%LECTROANALYTICAL  #HEMISTRY          4HE 
PROPERTIES  OF  ELECTRODES  MODIFIED  BY  SIMILAR  MATERIALS 
WERE  STUDIED  WITH  RESPECT  TO  THE  OXIDATION  OF  DIFFERENT 
BENCHMARK  ELECTROACTIVE  SPECIES  SUCH  AS  NEG  CHARGED 
ASCORBIC AND URIC ACIDS AND POSITIVE CHARGED DOPAMINE 




THE  INSERTION  OF  NEG  CHARGED  .0S  ACTIVATES  A  SORT  OF 
ELECTROSTATIC SHIELD TOWARD NEG CHARGED MOLS HOWEVER 
ALSO  POS  CHARGED  SPECIES  RESULT  TO  BE  CONDITIONED  IN 
ACCESSING  THE  REDOX  ACTIVE  CENTERS  LOCATED  EITHER  ON 





!  SIMPLE  STEP  ELECTRODEPOSITION  METHOD  WAS  USED  TO 
FABRICATE VARIOUS !U NANOSTRUCTURES ON GLASSY # ELECTRODES 
IN A LOW CONCENTRATION OF (!U#L SOLN  M-	 ( :HANG 
*  8U  (  #HEN  FROM  THE  +EY  ,ABORATORY  OF  !NALYTICAL 





THE  DEPOSITION  TEMPERATURE  8RAY  POWDER  DIFFRACTION 
SCANNING  ELECTRONIC  MICROSCOPY  4%-  CONTACT  ANGLE 
MEASUREMENTS AND ELECTROCHEMICAL METHODS WERE USED 
TO  CHARACTERIZE  THEM  (IERARCHICAL  WAXBERRYLIKE  !U 
NANOSTRUCTURES  WITH  HIGH  ACTIVE  SURFACE  AREAS  WERE 
OBTAINED  IN  P(    BATH  AND  THEY  HAD  A  HIGHER  CATALYTIC 
PERFORMANCE FOR THE REDUCTION OF OXYGEN THAN THE OTHER 
NANOGOLD  4HESE  !U  STRUCTURES  ALSO  DISPLAYED  AN 
EXTRAORDINARY SUPERHYDROPHOBICITY AND THE CONTACT ANGLE 
INCREASED  WITH  THE  INCREASE  OF  DEPOSITION  TEMPERATURE 
AND TIME 4HEIR ELECTROCATALYTIC RESPONSE TO THE OXIDATION 
OF  GLUCOSE  WAS  ALSO  STUDIED  !  SENSITIVE  ENZYMEFREE 






4HE  AUTHORS  HAVE  STUDIED  !U  THIN  FILMS  EVAPORATED  ON 
POLYETHYLENE  NAPHTHALATE  0%.	  ORG  SUBSTRATES  AS  A 
FUNCTION OF !U THICKNESS  APPRX NM AND DISCUSSED ITS 
FEASIBILITY  TOWARD  METALINSULATOR  HYBRID  MATERIALS  USED 
FOR  QUANTUM  CROSS  DEVICES  USING  AT  FORCE  MICROSCOPE 
(  +AIJU  !  /NO  .  +AWAGUCHI  +  +ONDO  !  )SHIBASHI 
,ABORATORY OF 1UANTUM %LECTRONICS 2ESEARCH )NSTITUTE FOR 
%LECTRONIC  3CIENCE  (OKKAIDO  5NIVERSITY  3APPORO  *APAN 
-ATERIALS  2ESEARCH  3OCIETY  3YMPOSIUM  0ROCEEDINGS 
	 6OLUME $ATE  %.ANOSCALE 0HENOMENA 
IN &UNCTIONAL -ATERIALS BY 3CANNING 0ROBE -ICROSCOPY	 .O 





THE  !U  GRAIN  SIZE  IS  LARGER  THAN  ITS  !UTHICKNESS  SIZE 
RESPECTIVELY 4HE SURFACE ROUGHNESS OF !U FILMS OF SUB
NM  THICKNESS  IN  THE  SCANNING  SCALE  OF  THE  !UTHICKNESS 
SIZE IS LESS THAN  NM CORRESPONDING TO  AT LAYERS 
4HESE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS INDICATE THAT !U THIN FILMS ON 
0%.  SUBSTRATES  ARE  SUITABLE  FOR  POSSIBLE  METALINSULATOR 
HYBRID MATERIALS TO BE USED IN QUANTUM CROSS DEVICES 
   .ANOPATTERNING  OF  GOLD  COLLOIDS  FOR  LABELFREE 
BIOSENSING
4HE  AUTHORS  PRESENT  AN  APPROACH  FOR  THE  CONTROLLED 
POSITIONING  OF  SINGLE  GOLD  COLLOIDS  ONTO  DOT  AND  LINE 
NANOARRAYS WHICH HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO SERVE AS LABELFREE 
BIOSENSOR PLATFORMS " 3TADLER ( 3OLAK 3 &RERKER + "ONROY 
&  &REDERIX  *  6OROS - 'RANDIN  ,ABORATORY  OF  "IOSENSORS 
AND "IOELECTRONICS $EPARTMENT OF )NFORMATION 4ECHNOLOGY 
AND  %LECTRICAL  %NGINEERING  )NSTITUTE  FOR  "IOMEDICAL 
%NGINEERING  %4(  :URICH  :URICH  3WITZ  .ANOTECHNOLOGY 
  	      4HE  SEPERATION  BETWEEN  THE 
HIGHRESOLUTION NANOLITHOG STEP EXTREME 56 INTERFERENCE 
LITHOG  AND  THE  SUBSEQUENT  FUNCTIONALIZATION  HAS MANY 
ADVANTAGES  AMONG  THEM  THE  INDEPENDENCE  OF  THE 
LINKAGE  CHEMICAL  4HE  ACTIVATION  OF  THE  PREPATTERNED 
SUBSTRATES  IS  PERFORMED  BY  TRANSFORMING  THEM  INTO  A 
SURFACE OF BIOTINYLATED NANOPATCHES IN A PROTEINRESISTANT 









METALLIC  SURFACES  OF  GOLD  AT  DIFFERENT  SIZES  IN  GLASS 
SILANIZED SUBSTRATES 3ILANIZED SUBSTRATES WERE IMMERSED 
IN  THE  COLLOID  SOLN  FOR  ONE  AND  HALF  HOUR  AT  ROOM 
TEMPERATURE  AND  DRIED  AT  ROOM  TEMPERATURE  FOR  FOUR 
HOURS 2 $ELGADO -ACUIL 6 ,OPEZ 'AYOU - 2OJAS ,OPEZ 
2  -OLINA  #ONTRERAS  *  'ARCIA  3ERVIN  *  3ANCHEZ  2AMIREZ 
#ENTRO  DE  )NVESTIGACION  EN  "IOTECNOLOGIA  !PLICADA  DEL 
)0.  4LAXCALA  -EX  !)0  #ONFERENCE  0ROCEEDINGS   




TO  THE  GLASS  SUBSTRATE  AND  DUE  TO  THE  COLLOID  ADDED  TO 
SILANIZED  SUBSTRATE  )2  VIBRATIONAL  SPECTROSCOPY  IN  !42 
MODE WAS USED TO OBSERVE THE NEW GENERATION PEAKS DUE 
TO  SUBSTRATE  SILANIZATION  AND  3%)2!  EFFECT  DUE  TO  THE 
COLLOID  ADDED  TO  SILANIZED  SUBSTRATE  !ND  FINALLY  :3CAN 
TECHNIQUE WAS USED  TO OBSERVE  THE NONLINEAR PROPERTIES 







#OMPUTER  CALCULATION  OF  OPTICAL  PROPERTIES  OF  CORESHELL 
METAL NANOPARTICLES WAS MADE FOR SOME LASER WAVELENGTHS 
6 0USTOVALOV + +OENIG , !STAFYEVA 7 &RITZSCHE "ELARUSIAN 
)NSTITUTE  OF  3YSTEM  !NALYSIS  -INSK    "ELARUS 
0ROCEEDINGS OF  30)%  	   0HOTON  0ROCESSING  IN 
-ICROELECTRONICS AND 0HOTONICS 6))	  %FFICIENCY 
FACTORS  OF  ABSORPTION  SCATTERING  AND  EXTINCTION  BY 
SPHERICAL CORESHELL GOLDSILVER AND SILVERGOLD NANOPARTICLES 
OF THE RADII IN THE RANGE  NM AND FOR LASER WAVELENGTHS 
    AND    NM  WERE  CALCULATED  !NALYSIS  OF 
INFLUENCE  OF  OPTICAL  PARAMETERS  OF METALS  RADII  OF  CORE 








0$4	  DRUG  DELIVERY  WAS  DEVELOPED  BY  SYNTHESIZING 




#ENTER  FOR  #HEMICAL  $YNAMICS  AND  .ANOMATERIALS 
2ESEARCH $EPARTMENT OF #HEMISTRY #ASE 7ESTERN 2ESERVE 




DRUG  DELIVERY  IS  HIGHLY  EFFICIENT  AND  PASSIVE  TARGETING 
PREFERS  THE  TUMOR  SITE 7ITH  THE !U .00C  CONJUGATES 







NM  AND  A  STRONG  ABSORPTION  PEAK  AT    NM  WERE 
CONJUGATED  WITH  MONOCLONAL  ANTIBODIES  ANTI(%2	  TO 
TARGET BREAST CANCER CELLS 3+"2	 THROUGH THE EPIDERMAL 






	    "OTH  THE  NO  OF  IMMUNO  !U  NANOCAGES 
IMMOBILIZED  PER  CELL  AND  THE  PHOTOTHERMAL  THERAPEUTIC 
EFFECT WERE QUANTIFIED USING FLOW CYTOMETRY 4HE TARGETED 
CELLS  WERE  IRRADIATED WITH  A  PULSED  NEAR)2  LASER  AND  BY 
VARYING THE POWER D THE DURATION OF LASER EXPOSURE AND 
THE  TIME  OF  RESPONSE  AFTER  IRRADN  WE  WERE  ABLE  TO 
OPTIMIZE  THE  TREATMENT  CONDITIONS  TO  ACHIEVE  EFFECTIVE 
DESTRUCTION  OF  THE  CANCER  CELLS  7E  FOUND  THAT  CELLS 
TARGETED  WITH  THE  IMMUNO  !U  NANOCAGES  RESPONDED 
IMMEDIATELY TO LASER IRRADN AND THAT THE CELLULAR DAMAGE 
WAS  IRREVERSIBLE  AT  POWER  DENSITIES  GREATER  THAN   7








!  REVIEW  0  'HOSH  '  (AN  -  $E  #  +IM  6  2OTELLO 
$EPARTMENT  OF  #HEMISTRY  5NIVERSITY  OF  -ASSACHUSETTS 




ASSEMBLY  WHILE  THE MONOLAYER  ALLOWS  TUNING  OF  SURFACE 






"ACKGROUND  3TENT  IMPLANTATION  IS  AN  EFFECTIVE  METHOD 
FOR  TREATMENT  OF  ATHEROSCLEROTIC  DISEASE  &ACTORS 
PREDISPOSING  TO  INSTENT  RESTENOSIS  ARE  STILL  LARGELY 
UNKNOWN #ONTACT ALLERGY  TO METAL  IONS ELUTED  FROM THE 
STENT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED TO BE A RISK FACTOR /BJECTIVES 3 
%KQVIST # 3VEDMAN ( -OELLER - +EHLER # 0RIPP * "JOERK 
"  'RUVBERGER  %  (OLMSTROEM  #  'USTAVSSON  -  "RUZE 
$EPARTMENTS  OF  /CCUPATIONAL  AND  %NVIRONMENTAL 
$ERMATOLOGY -ALMOE 5NIVERSITY (OSPITAL ,UND 5NIVERSITY 
-ALMOE   3WEDEN "RITISH *OURNAL OF $ERMATOLOGY 
	  	    4O  EXPLORE  WHETHER  THERE  IS  A 
POSSIBLE  INDUCTION  OF  CONTACT  ALLERGY  TO  METALS  USED  IN 
STENTS AMONG PATIENTS WITH A STAINLESS STEEL STENT CONTG 




4HE  STUDY  DESIGN  WAS  RETROSPECTIVE  AND  CROSSSECTIONAL 
WITH  NO  ASSESSMENT  OF  CONTACT  ALLERGY  BEFORE  STENTING 
!GE  AND  SEXMATCHED  PATCHTESTED  PATIENTS  WITH 
DERMATITIS  N    	  SERVED  AS  CONTROLS  2ESULTS  /F  !U
STENTED PATIENTS   OF    	 WERE  ALLERGIC  TO GOLD 
COMPARED  WITH    OF    	  CONTROLS  0    
CNTDOT	 7ITHIN THE STENTED POPULATION THERE WERE NO 
STATISTICALLY  SIGNIFICANT  DIFFERENCES  IN  CONTACT  ALLERGY  TO 
GOLD  OR  NICKEL  BETWEEN  .ISTENTED  AND  !USTENTED 
PATIENTS  )N MULTIVARIATE MODELS WHERE OTHER  RISK  FACTORS 
FOR CONTACT ALLERGY TO GOLD WERE CONSIDERED THE !U STENT 
SHOWED A TREND TOWARDS STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE ODDS RATIO 
CNTDOT    CONFIDENCE  INTERVAL  CNTDOT
CNTDOT 0  CNTDOT	 #ONCLUSIONS !S THE FREQUENCY 
OF  CONTACT  ALLERGY  TO  GOLD  IS  HIGHER  IN  STENTED  PATIENTS 
INDEPENDENT  OF  STENT  TYPE  IT  SUGGESTS  A  PREVIOUS 







!  REVIEW  #ANCER  IS  A  MAJOR  PUBLIC  HEALTH  PROBLEM 
WORLDWIDE 3OME OF THE KEY CHALLENGES IN CANCER ARE EARLY 
DETECTION  DIAGNOSIS  AND  TARGETED  THERAPY  -OST  OF  THE 
PATIENTS  ARE  USUALLY  DIAGNOSED  IN  THE  LATE  STAGE  OF  THE 
DISEASE  CAUSING  IMMUNITY  TO  THERAPEUTIC  INTERVENTION 
!NOTHER MAJOR  CHALLENGE  IN  THE  THERAPEUTIC  INTERVENTION 
OF  CANCER  IS  THE  TOXICITY  OF  THE  ANTICANCER  DRUGS 7HEN 
ADMINISTERED  THESE  DRUGS  ARE  NOT  ONLY  TOXIC  TOWARDS 
MALIGNANT  CELLS  BUT  ALSO  TOWARDS  NORMAL  CELLS 







WITH  MULTIFUNCTIONAL  CAPABILITIES  3UCH  A  BIFUNCTIONAL 
NANOBIOCONJUGATE  CONTG  A  TARGETING  AGENT  AND  A  DRUG 
WOULD  LEAD  TO  TARGETED  DELIVERY  OF  THE  DRUG  TO  THE 
MALIGNANT CELLS WITH BETTER THERAPEUTIC EFFICACY AND WITH 
REDUCED  SYSTEMIC  TOXICITY  )N  A  SIMILAR  FASHION  TARGETED 
DELIVERY OF AN IMAGING AGENT COULD LEAD TO EARLY DETECTION 
OF CANCER 4HE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF NANOPARTICLES 
AND  ITS  NANOBIOCONJUGATES  IN  CONJUNCTION  WITH  THE 
DEVELOPMENT  OF  GENOMICS  AND  PROTEOMICS  TO  IDENTIFY 
BIOMARKERS  RAISE  EXCITING  OPPORTUNITIES  FOR  PERSONALIZED 
TREATMENT  )N  THIS  PARTICULAR  REVIEW  THE  AUTHORS  HAVE 
DISCUSSED  APPLICATION  OF  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  !U.0S	  IN 
CANCER  AND  THE  CURRENT  STANDING  WITH  RESPECT  TO 
NANOTECHNOL # 0ATRA 2 "HATTACHARYA $ -UKHOPADHYAY 0 








4HE  !UTHORS  PRESENT  A  METHOD  TO  CHARACTERIZE  SURFACE
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF GOLD NANOCRYSTALS 3PHERICAL  NM 
GOLD NANOCRYSTALS WERE IMMOBILIZED ON QUARTZ SUBSTRATES BY 







SURFACE  PLASMON  RESONANCE  ,302	  SPECTROSCOPY  WAS 
PERFORMED  ON  THE  SAMPLES  $EPENDING  ON  THE  ALKANETHIOL 
CHAIN LENGTH THE ADSORPTION OF THE 3!- RED SHIFTED THE ,302 
TO  DIFFERENT  EXTENTS  IN  ACCORDANCE  WITH  -IE  THEORY  3!- 
THICKNESS DIFFERENCES BELOW  NM COULD BE EASILY  RESOLVED 
4HE  RESULTS  DEMONSTRATE  THAT  ,302  SPECTROSCOPY  CAN  BE 
APPLIED TO CHARACTERIZE THIN ORG LAYERS ON DRY SUPPORTED GOLD 
PARTICLES WITH HIGH SENSITIVITY 
   4RANSFORMED  GOLD  ISLAND  ½LM  IMPROVES 
LIGHTTOHEAT  TRANSDUCTION  OF  NANOPARTICLES  ON 
SILICA CAPILLARIES
'OLD !U	 NANOPARTICLES .0	 ASSEMBLED ON INNER WALLS OF 
SILICA  3I/	  CAPILLARIES  DISSIPATED  GTOREQFOLD  MORE 
HEAT GTOREQ   VS  LTOREQ  	 
FROM  INCIDENT  PHOTONS  VIA  LOCALIZED  SURFACE  PLASMON 
RESONANCE  ,302	  WITH  A  FOLD  FASTER  RESPONSE  TIME 
LTOREQ    VS  GTOREQ     S	  THAN 
COLLOIDAL !U .0S SUSPENDED IN (/ !U .0 ASSEMBLIES WERE 




5NIVERSITY  OF  5TAH  3ALT  ,AKE  #ITY  54  53!  *OURNAL  OF 
0HYSICAL  #HEMISTRY  #    	    %NHANCED 
LASERTOHEAT  TRANSDUCTION  OF  THE  SOLIDSTATE  !U  .0  /0# 
RESULTED FROM THE ABILITY TO TUNE THE ,302 PEAK TO THE LASER 
LINE ELIMINATION OF LASER OR HEATINDUCED .0 AGGREGATION 
AND ENHANCED  THERMAL  TRANSPORT OF  THE !U .0 ASSEMBLY 
ON  THE  /0#  4HIS  YIELDED  GTOREQFOLD  HIGHER 
TEMPERATURE  INCREASE  PER  UNIT  INCIDENT  LASER  POWER 
      VS        DEGREE#  WATT	 
RELATIVE  TO  SUSPENDED  !U  .0S  4HERMAL  BEHAVIOR  OF  THE 
/0#  WAS  PREDICTABLE  USING  DESIGN  EQUATIONS  OBTAINED 






WAS  FORMED  USING  SELFASSEMBLY  OF  UNCAPPED  !U 
NANOPARTICLES ! $AS 3 $AS ! 2AYCHAUDHURI $34 5NIT FOR 
.ANOSCIENCE 3. "OSE .ATIONAL #ENTRE FOR "ASIC 3CIENCES 
+OLKATA      )NDIA  "ULLETIN  OF  -ATERIALS  3CIENCE 
 	  4HE !U NANOPARTICLES WERE SYNTHESIZED 
VIA TOLUENEWATER  PHASE SYSTEMS USING A REDUCING AGENT 
AND  COLLOIDAL  SOLN  OF  !U  NANOPARTICLES  WAS  PRODUCED 
4HESE  NANOPARTICLES  WERE  PREPARED  WITHOUT  USING  ANY 
KIND OF CAPPING AGENT !NALYSIS BY 4%- SHOWED DISCRETE 
!U NANOPARTICLES OF  NM AVERAGE DIAMETER !&- ANALYSIS 
ALSO  SHOWED  SIMILAR  RESULT  4HE  4%-  STUDIES  SHOWED 
THAT  THESE  NANOPARTICLES  FORMED  SELFASSEMBLED 
COHERENT  PATTERNS  WITH  DIMENSIONS  EXCEEDING    NM 
3PIN  COATING  ON  3I  SUBSTRATE  BY  SUITABLY  ADJUSTING  THE 
SPEED  CAN  SELFASSEMBLE  THESE  NANOPARTICLES  TO  LENGTHS 
EXCEEDING  MUM 
   3YNTHESIS  OF  GOLD  NANOSHEETS  AT  A  LIQUIDLIQUID 
INTERFACE  USING AN AMPHIPHILIC  POLYOXOMETALLATE
SURFACTANT HYBRID PHOTOCATALYST
#ONTROL  OF  THE  MORPHOLOGY  OF  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  HAS 
RECEIVED  CONSIDERABLE  ATTENTION  BECAUSE  THE  PHYS  AND 
CHEMICAL  PROPERTIES  OF  GOLD  DEPEND  SIGNIFICANTLY  ON  ITS 
SIZE  AND  SHAPE  4  +IDA  FROM  THE $EPARTMENT  OF  %NERGY 
AND  -ATERIAL  3CIENCES  &ACULTY  OF  %NGINEERING  3CIENCES 
+YUSHU  5NIVERSITY  +ASUGASHI  &UKUOKA   
*APAN  ,ANGMUIR    	    !  NOVEL  ROUTE 
FOR OBTAINING $ GOLD NANOSTRUCTURES HAS BEEN DEVELOPED 
IN  WHICH  CHLOROAURATE  IONS  !U#L	  ARE  REDUCED  AT 
THE  $  INTERFACE  BETWEEN  WATER  AND  CHLOROFORM 
USING  AN  AMPHIPHILIC  POLYOXOMETALLATE  3I7/	 
SURFACTANT  DIMETHYLDIOCTADECYLAMMONIUM  $/$!	 
HYBRID PHOTOCATALYST UNDER 56 IRRADN AT ROOM TEMPERATURE 
IN  AIR  4HIS  SIMPLE  METHOD  CAN  READILY  PRODUCE  LARGE 
SINGLECRYST GOLD NANOSHEETS LATERAL SIZE CA  MUM 
THICKNESS CA  NM	 






SHOWED ENHANCED  RESPONSE  FOR  THE /22 WITH  RESPECT  TO 
PURE 0T NANOPARTICLES " "ROWN 3 7OLTER " 3TONER * 'LASS 
$EPARTMENT  OF  %LECTRICAL  AND  #OMPUTER  %NGINEERING 
$UKE 5NIVERSITY $URHAM .#  53! *OURNAL OF THE 







THE  EFFECTS  OF  ALLOYING  FROM  NANOPARTICLE  EFFECTS  /22 
'OLD "ULLETIN   6OLUME    .O     
WWWGOLDBULLETINORG
ACTIVITY  AND  STABILITY  AT  THESE  ELECTRODES  ARE  STUDIED  VIA 
CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY IN /SATD - (3/ UNDER OXIDIZING 
POTENTIALS  #OSPUTTERING  YIELDED  SOLID  SOLUTION  ALLOYS 
THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE COMPOSITION RANGE AS SHOWN BY X
RAY  DIFFRACTION  RESULTS  !LSO  ASDEPOSITED  NEARSURFACE 
COMPNS  DETECTED  BY  803  INDICATED  THAT  EXTENSIVE  !U 
SURFACE  SEGREGATION  WAS  AVOIDED  BY  ROOMTEMPERATURE 
DEPOSITION  -ETASTABLE  COMPNS  WITHIN  THE  MISCIBILITY 
GAP  EXPLICITLY  0T!U  0T!U  AND  0T!U  ARE 




!  SIMPLE  THERMAL  ANNEALING  PROCESS  WAS  CARRIED  OUT  TO 
PRODUCE  THE  INNOVATIVE  HETEROSTRUCTURE  OF  GOLD'A/ 
COSHELL  NANOWIRES  #  (SIEH  ,  #HOU  $EPARTMENT  OF 




OF  PURE  'A/  OR  GOLD  'A/  COSHELL  NANOWIRES 
4HE TWIN BOUNDARY INDUCED GOLD'A/ COSHELL NANOWIRES 
INCLUDING THE GOLDPEAPODDED AND GOLD'A/ CORESHELL 
NANOWIRES  WERE  FIRST  FABRICATED  BY  THE  REACTION  OF  THE 
GOLD GALLIUM METAL AND SILICA 4HE MORPHOLOGIES CRYSTAL 
STRUCTURES  AND  MICROSTRUCTURES  WERE  INVESTIGATED  BY 
FIELDEMISSION  SCANNING  ELECTRON  MICROSCOPE  XRAY 
SPECTROMETER  AND  FIELDEMISSION  TRANSMISSION  ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPE  RESPECTIVELY  &URTHERMORE  THE  NOVEL  $ 
GOLD'A/  COSHELL  NANOWIRES  SHOWS  THE  POTENTIAL 





4HE  AUTHORS  DESCRIBE  THE  DYNAMICS  OF  THE  SYNTHESIS  OF 
GOLD NANOPARTICLES BY GLOW DISCHARGE  IN AQUEOUS  SOLNS 
)NITIAL  ;!U#L=
  CONCENTRATION  AND  THE  VOLTAGE  APPLIED 
BETWEEN THE ELECTRODES WERE VARIED  * (IEDA . 3AITO / 
4AKAI  /SAMU  $EPARTMENT  OF  -ATERIALS  0HYSICS  AND 
%NERGY  %NGINEERING  'RADUATE  3CHOOL  OF  %NGINEERING 
.AGOYA  5NIVERSITY  .AGOYA    *APAN  -ATERIALS 
2ESEARCH  3OCIETY  3YMPOSIUM  0ROCEEDINGS   % 
.ANOPHASE  AND  .ANOCOMPOSITE  -ATERIALS  6	  .O  PP 
GIVEN 0APER (( 2EDUCTION RATES WERE CALCULATED 
FROM  CHANGES  IN  CONCENTRATION  OF  ;!U#L=
  VS  DISCHARGE 
TIME  !  PULSED  POWER  SUPPLY  WAS  USED  TO  GENERATE 
DISCHARGES  IN THE AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS 4HE MORPHOLOGY OF 
THE NANOPARTICLES OBTAINED WAS OBSERVED BY TRANSMISSION 
ELECTRON  MICROSCOPY  4%-	  ;!U#L=
  WAS  REDUCED  BY 
(  RADICALS  OR  ELECTRONS  GENERATED  BY  THE  DISCHARGE 
$ENDRITESHAPED  NANOPARTICLES  APPRX  NM  IN  SIZE 
WERE  FORMED  AFTER  DISCHARGE  FOR    MIN  4HE  P(  OF  THE 
SOLUTION  DECREASED  GRADUALLY  WITH  INCREASING  DISCHARGE 
TIME  4HE  DECREASE  IN  P(  LED  TO  DISSOLUTION  OF  GOLD 
NANOPARTICLES  4HE  REDUCTION  AND  DISSOLUTION  RATES 
INCREASED PROPORTIONATELY WITH  THE  APPLIED  VOLTAGE  4HE 
SIZE  OF  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  DECREASED  DURING  DISCHARGE 
AND  WAS    NM  AFTER  DISCHARGE  FOR    MIN  7HEN  THE 





BY A METAL  SHELL  SHOW GEOMETRIC CAVITY  RESONANCES WITH 
OPTICAL PROPERTIES THAT ARE DISTINCTLY DIFFERENT THAN THOSE 
OF  THE  COLLECTIVE  PLASMON  MODES  OF  THE  METAL  SHELL 
*  0ENNINKHOF  ,  3WEATLOCK  !  -OROZ  (  !TWATER  !  VAN 
"LAADEREN  !  0OLMAN  #ENTER  FOR  .ANOPHOTONICS  &/- 
)NSTITUTE  FOR  !TOMIC  AND  -OLECULAR  0HYSICS  !-/,&	 
!MSTERDAM    3*  .ETH  *OURNAL  OF  !PPLIED  0HYSICS 
  	    4HE  AUTHORS  USE  FINITE
DIFFERENCE TIME DOMAIN CALCULATIONS ON SILICA COLLOIDS WITH 
A CORE DIAMETER OF  NM SURROUNDED BY A  NM THICK 
!U  SHELL  TO  STUDY  THE  TEMPORAL  EVOLUTION  OF  THE  MODE 
FIELD  INTENSITY  INSIDE  THE  CAVITY  UPON  PULSED  EXCITATION 
#ALCULATIONS  USING -IE  THEORY  AND  THE  4MATRIX METHOD 
ARE  USED  TO  ANAL  DETECT  THE  DIPOLAR  CAVITY  RESONANCE 
SPECTRUM  WHICH  IS  FOUND  SUPERIMPOSED  ON  THE  BROAD 
COLLECTIVE  DIPOLAR  PLASMONIC  RESONANCE  MODES  4HEY 
CHARACTERIZE RESONANCE WAVELENGTH AND LINEWIDTH IN TERMS 
OF  A  GEOMETRIC MODE  CONFINED  INSIDE  THE  CAVITY  #AVITY 
LINEWIDTH CAN BE CONTROLLED BY METAL SHELL THICKNESS AND 
QUALITY  FACTORS  1DEGREE  ARE  OBSERVED  $UE  TO  THE 
SMALL  CAVITY  MODE  VOL  6LAMBDAN	  A  0URCELL 
FACTOR  AS  HIGH  AS  0  IS  CALCD  )NTRODUCING  SHAPE 
ANISOTROPY  LIFTS  THE  CAVITY  MODE  DEGENERACY  YIELDING 
BLUE AND REDSHIFTED LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE RESONANT 
MODES  RESPECTIVELY  4HE  RELATIVELY  LARGE  VOL  OVER WHICH 
THE FIELD ENHANCEMENT IS OBSERVED IN THESE SPHERICAL AND 
ANISOTROPIC  METAL  SHELL  CAVITIES  COMBINED  WITH  CAVITY 
QUALITY  FACTORS  THAT  ARE  MUCH  HIGHER  THAN  THAT  OF  THE 
COLLECTIVE  PLASMONIC  MODES  MAKES  THEM  ATTRACTIVE  FOR 













	  	    4HOUGH  SHAPE  CONTROL  HAS  BEEN 
ACHIEVED  IN SEVERAL POLAR SOLVENTS THE CAPABILITY TO PREP 
ORGANOSOLS CONTG ELONGATED GOLD NANOPARTICLES HAS BEEN 
VERY  LIMITED  )N  THIS  WORK  WE  REPORT  A  NOVEL  SIMPLI½ED 





WITH  THE  POSSIBILITY  OF  ADJUSTING  THE  DIMENSIONS  THROUGH 
MODI½CATION  OF  THE  GROWTH  CONDITIONS  IN  PARTICULAR  THE 
GOLD SALT CONCENTRATION $ESPITE THEIR EXTREME ASPECT RATIO 
THE WIRES ARE STABLE  IN SOLN  FOR  LONG PERIODS OF  TIME BUT 








POLYDISPERSITY  AND  MORPHOL  OF  THE  RESULTING  !U 
NANOPARTICLES  7  0ATUNGWASA  *  (ODAK  #ENTER  FOR 












THE  P(  OF  THE  SOLUTION    INCREASES  SETTLING  TO  THE  WELL
KNOWN  VALUES  FOR  THESE  COLLOIDS  WITH  A  WIDTH  OF
APPRXEQ OF  THE MEAN DIAMETER 4HE VARIATION  IN  THE 




0ROCESSES  SUCH  AS  COALESCENCE  SINTERING  AND  EVAPN 
DEPEND  ON  THE  SURFACE  TENSION 7E  HAVE  EVALUATED  THE 
SURFACE TENSION OF FREE GOLD NANOPARTICLES FROM THE SIZE
DEPENDENT  EVAPN  DATA  +  .ANDA  !  -AISELS  &  +RUIS 
-ATERIALS  2ESEARCH  #ENTRE  )NDIAN  )NSTITUTE  OF  3CIENCE 










WATER  IS  ENCOURAGED  BOTH  TO  CONSERVE  WATER  AND  TO 
MINIMIZE THE DISCHARGE OF CONTAMINATED WASTEWATER INTO 
SURFACE  STREAMS  (OWEVER  THE  USE  OF  RECYCLED  PROCESS 





METALS  !  "AHRAMI - (OSSEINI  +  2AZMI $EPARTMENT OF 
-INING  %NGINEERING  5RMIA  5NIVERSITY  5RMIA  )RAN  -INE 
7ATER AND THE %NVIRONMENT 	 	  2ECOVERY 
OF !U AND !G WERE  AND   IN  LEACHING WITH  FRESH 
WATER AND  AND  IN  LEACHING WITH PROCESS WATER 
THAT BEEN TREATED WITH ACTIVATED CARBON FOR H #YANIDE 
CONSUMPTION  WAS  SUBSTANTIALLY  REDUCED  WHEN  PROCESS 

















BY  PRETREATING  REFRACTORY  GOLD  CONCENTRATIONS  BY  ACIDIC 
HOTPRESS OXIDATION PROCESS   (' (UANG (UAIGUO  FROM 









5NDER  THE  CONDITIONS  OF  USING  CONVENTIONAL  CYANIDE 
LEACHING AND THIOUREA LEACHING TECHNOLOGIES THE LEACHING 









USED  IN  THE  THIOUREA  LEACHING OF GOLD WERE EXPLORED  AND 




















LIBERATED  GOLD  IN  GOLD  PROCESSING  PLANTS  '  3UBASINGHE 
$EPARTMENT OF -INERAL 3CIENCE AND %XTRACTIVE -ETALLURGY 
-URDOCH  5NIVERSITY  0ERTH  7!    !USTRALIA 
0UBLICATIONS  OF  THE  !USTRALASIAN  )NSTITUTE  OF  -INING  AND 
-ETALLURGY  	    .INTH  -ILL  /PERATORS´ 
#ONFERENCE 	  4HE DECISION TO EMPLOY A GRAVITY 
GOLD  CIRCUIT  CONSISTING  OF  CENTRIFUGAL  DEVICES  SUCH  AS 
+NELSONS  IS  PRIMARILY  TAKEN  ON  THE  RESULTS  OF  '2'  TESTS 
AMONG  OTHER  CONSIDERATIONS    7HILE  THE  '2'  TEST  IS 
CONSIDERED  A  MATERIAL  CHARACTERIZATION  TEST  WHICH  IS 
USEFUL  IN  THE  DESIGN  STAGES  ITS  USE  IN  EVALUATING  THE 
PERFORMANCE  OF  AN  EXISTING  UNIT  IS  QUESTIONABLE    4HE 
PROBLEM  IS  EXACERBATED  BY  THE  FACT  THAT  IT  IS  TIME 
CONSUMING AND COSTLY 4HIS PAPER EXAMINES THE VALIDITY OF 
THE  '2'  TEST  FOR  PERFORMANCE  EVALUATION  AND  DISCUSSES 
ALTERNATIVE  TEST WORK  THAT CAN BE PERFORMED  TO EVALUATE 
THE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF AN OPERATING MACHINE 
0RINCIPLES  THAT  ARE  USEFUL  IN  SELECTING  OPTIMAL  OPERATING 
PARAMETERS SUCH AS OPTIMAL FLUIDISING WATER FLOW RATE FOR 
A GIVEN OREMACHINE COMBINATION ARE ALSO DISCUSSED AND 
ILLUSTRATED WITH LAB AND PLANT DATA
